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Abstract and Methodology

This summary presents health and well-being related research gains, gaps and opportunities gathered by the Canadian Polar Commission in fulfillment of its mandate to monitor and communicate polar knowledge in Canada and around the world. It is focused on the Canadian North, comprising the Yukon, Northwest Territories, Nunavut, Nunavik, and Nunatsiavut, during the seven-year period beginning with the International Polar Year (IPY) in 2007. The following observations are organized under recent advances and knowledge gaps and research opportunities. They are based on semi-structured interviews with northern housing research experts and practitioners, which have been supplemented and validated with both peer-reviewed and ‘grey’ literature. Recent advances and knowledge gaps pertaining to food security are included in a separate food security summary.
Overview

- In many areas of the North, health and well-being programs and services are not comparable to those offered in southern Canada (Furgal, 2008; Canadian Health Services Research Foundation, 2011). Especially outside the larger population centres, community-level access to health and well-being facilities, services and resources can be limited or lacking. Patients may have to travel to larger northern centers or to southern Canada to obtain services, which can be costly and emotionally difficult for the patient and his or her family (Romanow, 2002; Furgal & Seguin, 2006; Gesink Law et al., 2008; Nunavut Tunngavik Inc., 2008; Egeland et al., 2010; Cameron, 2011; First Nations Information Governance Centre, 2012; Canadian Institute for Health Information, 2013; Pauktuutit Inuit Women of Canada, 2013).

- Many Aboriginal peoples in Canada’s North have a lower socioeconomic status that has significant implications for health and well-being (Furgal & Seguin, 2006; Richmond, 2009; Cameron, 2011).

- The North is undergoing rapid change as a result of drivers such as climate change, economic development activity, demographics, governance, changing expectations, and past assimilation practices, with significant implications for health and well-being (Berner & Furgal, 2005; Furgal & Seguin, 2006; Parkinson, 2008; Furgal, 2008; Parkinson & Evengård, 2009; Lehti et al., 2009; Richmond, 2009; King et al., 2009; Knotsch & Lamouche, 2010; Lix et al., 2010). The rate and complex nature of these changes that have cultural, social, environmental and economic dimensions can make it challenging to adapt (Steenbeek et al., 2006). Adaptive capacity from a health and well-being perspective can vary within and across regions of the North depending on factors such as access to knowledge and expertise; access to human, technical and financial resources; pre-existing health conditions; and public health infrastructure (Furgal, 2008; Cameron, 2011). There can be disparities in adaptive capacity between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal peoples and between smaller, remote communities and the larger population centres in the North (Furgal, 2008).

- While there is a wide range of important areas pertaining to health and well-being in Canada’s North, this summary will focus on the following: a) health status and determinants of health; b) health care system and health research; c) chronic diseases; d) infectious diseases and other illnesses; e) injuries, abuse and violence; f) intergenerational trauma, mental health and addictions; g) environmental conditions and human health; h) fetal, child and maternal health; and i) sexual health and sexually transmitted and blood borne infections (STBBIs).

Recent Advances, Knowledge Gaps and Research Opportunities

a) Health status and determinants of health

- There is a significant discrepancy in health status between northern populations and Canadians in general, as well as between northern Aboriginal peoples and non-Aboriginal peoples (Furgal & Seguin, 2006; Furgal, 2008; Parkinson, 2008; Egeland et al., 2010; Cameron, 2011; Sheppard & Hetherington, 2012). Life expectancy rates are lower and infant mortality rates are higher (Furgal, 2008). Although there are
differences across regions, some of the leading causes of death in Canada’s North include cancer, cardiovascular diseases, chronic lower respiratory diseases, infectious diseases, accidents, and suicide (Donaldson et al., 2010; Cameron, 2011; Health and Social Services – Government of the Northwest Territories, 2011b).

- There is a high cost of living, with issues of poverty, unemployment, and underemployment in many regions (Furgal, 2008; Egeland et al., 2010; First Nations Information Governance Centre, 2012). Poor living conditions, including overcrowding are also common (Kativik Regional Government & Makivik Corporation, 2010; Knotsch & Kinnon, 2011; Sheppard & Hetherington, 2012).
- In many northern Aboriginal communities, the population is young and growing (Furgal & Seguin, 2006; Furgal, 2008; Cameron, 2011; Nunavik Regional Board of Health and Social Services, 2012; First Nations Information Governance Centre, 2012).
- In some areas of the North, the migration of people from smaller communities to larger centres, and from the North to southern Canada to, for example, pursue education or job opportunities is a concern (Institute for Circumpolar Health Research, 2010; Natalia, 2011; Goldhar et al., 2012).
- The Circumpolar Health Atlas provides an overview of health patterns across the circumpolar North including contextual elements such as climate patterns, socioeconomic conditions, health determinants, and health systems (Young [Ed.], 2012).

Recent Advances

- The Survey of Living Conditions in the Arctic (SLiCA) initiative was undertaken to measure, document, compare, and better understand living conditions among indigenous peoples living in the Arctic. Some of the key findings included that well-being relates closely to employment opportunities, availability of wildlife, and a sense of local control, and that the improvement of well-being might help to reduce social problems (Poppel et al., 2007).
- There is more knowledge of some of the differences in health status between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal peoples in Canada, including causes of the health gap (King et al., 2009; Gracey & King, 2009). The National Collaborating Centre for Aboriginal Health (NCCAH) has published a number of reports regarding the status and determinants of health for Aboriginal peoples in Canada, including a report on the state of knowledge of Aboriginal health (National Collaborating Centre for Aboriginal Health, 2012a & b), health inequalities and social determinants (Reading & Wien, 2009), living conditions as a determinant of health (Reading & Halseth, 2013) and historical and socioeconomic impacts on the health and well-being of Aboriginal women (Halseth, 2013).
- Research based on interviews with Community Health Representatives (i.e., frontline community workers) working in rural and remote First Nations and Inuit communities identified life balance, life control, education, material resources, social resources and environmental/cultural connections as some key determinants of health. It also highlighted the significance of environmental dispossession (i.e.,
processes through which access to resources of traditional environments is reduced) and colonialism on health determinants (Richmond & Ross, 2009).

- A 2011 report published by the National Collaborating Centre for Aboriginal Health titled *State of the Knowledge: Inuit Public Health, 2011* details what is known about maternal, fetal and infant health; child health; communicable diseases; cancer; diabetes; respiratory disease; cardiovascular disease; injury; mental health and wellness; disability; environmental health; and food security and nutrition among the Inuit population. It also highlights trends including diabetes and cardiovascular disease as a rising concern as well as youth suicide. The need for comprehensive, long term, Inuit-specific health data was also noted, as well as the need to address knowledge gaps regarding injury, disability, obesity, literacy as a determinant of health, and informal care (Cameron, 2011). Peters also examined Inuit health in Canada, including population dynamics and community characteristics, noting that inequalities relate to access to health and social services, lower education and employment opportunities and loss of culture (Peters, 2012). Peters also examined causes of death by gender and age group among Inuit living in the Inuit regions (Inuit Nunangat) to better understand contributors to mortality and life expectancy. Cancer was noted as a major contributor to the difference in life expectancy between Inuit living in Inuit Nunangat and those living in the rest of Canada. As well, it was found that deaths among Inuit males between 15 and 25 years of age and Inuit females greater than 60 years of age were also significant contributors to the difference in life expectancy (Peters, 2010). The *Inuit Oral Health Survey Report* for 2008-2009 describes the oral health status and burden of oral health conditions of Inuit living in the Inuit regions (except Nunavik). It was found that more Inuit reported poor oral health, more food avoidance and oral pain than southern Canadians, with more dental disease among Inuit, and much of it remaining untreated. The report suggests the need for more community-based primary preventive measures, as well as the need to address other health issues that can impact oral health such as tobacco use and food insecurity (Health Canada, 2011). Research by Richmond examined how access to social support (i.e., positive social interaction, emotional support, tangible support and affection and intimacy) varies among the Inuit population. This research found that men, the elderly, and the unmarried reported lower levels of social support and that Inuit that are unable to speak or understand an Aboriginal language or who do not participate in traditional harvesting activities also tend to report lower levels of social support (Richmond, 2009).

- Research was undertaken to develop a framework to support an Inuit-specific, culturally relevant gender-based analysis of the determinants of health (Pauktuutit Inuit Women of Canada et al., 2012).

- The First Nations Regional Longitudinal Health Survey administered by the First Nations Information Governance Centre (FNIGC) provides information regarding health, wellness, and health determinants of First Nations living in First Nations communities. The first phase of this survey was completed in 2002/03 (First Nations Information Governance Centre, 2010). Results from the second phase of this survey (2008-10) are detailed in the *National Report on Adults, Youth and Children Living in First Nations Communities* which covers a variety of areas such as...
health care access, physical activity and nutrition, oral health, living conditions, sexual health, and chronic health conditions (First Nations Information Governance Centre, 2012).

- The Yukon Government publishes regular reports on the health status of the Yukon population. The most recent Yukon 2012 Health Status Report covers chronic conditions, communicable diseases, mental well-being, injuries, risk behaviours, and health care system performance, with a more in depth look at children and youth. This report also identifies the need for a comprehensive public health plan and an early childhood development strategy for the Yukon (Health and Social Services – Yukon Government, 2012a). The Dimensions of Social Inclusion and Exclusion in Yukon, 2010 report examined conditions that lead to social inclusion (including higher literacy, educational attainment and incomes) as well as conditions that lead to exclusion and poverty (including not having a high school education, having a lower household income, being a single parent, and being Aboriginal) to inform a Social Inclusion and Poverty Reduction Strategy for Yukon (Health and Social Services – Yukon Government, 2010). A 2011 report Health and Health-related Behaviours Among Young People in Yukon examined health risk behaviours, healthy living, eating and diet, violence and bullying, injuries, and mental health among students in Grades 6 to 10 in the Yukon. This report also identified numerous gaps in health and health-related behaviours between young people living in rural and urban areas in the Yukon. Some health-related areas of concern that were identified included bullying; high use of cannabis among Grade 9 and 10 students, especially among rural males; the emotional health and well-being of girls in Grades 9 and 10 living in rural areas; the school experiences of boys in Grades 9 and 10 living in rural areas; and eating patterns, especially among boys and those living in rural areas. Some positive health-related findings included low incidence of glue and solvent use and of tobacco smoking; a high level of responsibility towards pregnancy prevention and sexually transmitted infection (STI) reduction among boys in Grades 9 and 10 living in rural areas; better health outcomes and positive attitudes among boys in Grades 9 and 10 living in urban areas; and good self-reported health especially among students in Grades 6 to 8 (Freeman et al., 2011).

- The GNWT publishes regular reports on the health status of the NWT population. The most recent 2010 Northwest Territories Health Status Report covers well-being, chronic and communicable diseases, mental health and addictions, child and infant health, health determinants and preventive services. Findings included that the NWT’s mortality rate is decreasing, that Methicillin Resistant Staphylococcus Aureus (MRSA) is an emerging health issue with the rate of new infection increasing significantly, and that 70% of all deaths in the NWT and more than 50% of days spent in hospital were related to chronic conditions (Health and Social Services – Government of the Northwest Territories, 2011b). The 2012 report Health and Health-related Behaviours Among Young People in the Northwest Territories summarizes the findings of the Health Behaviours in School-aged Children (HBSC) study comprised of students in Grades 6 to 10 from most schools in the NWT that examined mental health, environmental influences, health promoting behaviours, and health risk behaviours. This study found poor results for most mental health indicators in comparison with students in the rest of Canada, with female students
reporting a higher level of emotional problems. Among other findings, higher levels of people who are overweight or obese and fewer hours of physical activity were also noted (Freeman et al., 2012).

- The Government of Nunavut publishes regular reports on the health status and performance of the health care system in Nunavut. The most recent *Nunavut Report on Comparable Health Indicators 2011* covers health conditions, deaths, total mortality by selected causes, non-medical determinants of health, health behaviours, health system performance, community and health system characteristics, and health surveillance. In comparison with the health of other Canadians, this report notes higher rates of infant mortality, lung cancer, tuberculosis (TB), and low life expectancy (Paul & Sobol, 2011). Healey & Meadows conducted a review of literature regarding Inuit women’s health in Nunavut, noting reproductive and sexual health, wellness, suicide and stress as important issues for Inuit women (Healey & Meadows, 2007). An examination of the perspectives of Inuit women in Nunavut in terms of their health and well-being was also conducted to inform health promotion and illness prevention initiatives. This research also highlighted the importance of culture and traditional knowledge as key determinants of health (Healey, 2008).

- The *Health Profile of Nunavik 2011* report covers demographic and socioeconomic information regarding the Nunavik population in the areas of fertility, family and marital status, level of education, jobs and employment, income and food security. It notes a significant and continuing increase in population, a number of socioeconomic challenges including a high cost of living and a significant gap between the socioeconomic status of the Nunavik population and the Québec population as a whole (Nunavik Regional Board of Health and Social Services, 2012).

- The results from a 2004 health survey conducted in Nunavik by the Institut national de santé publique du Québec (INSPQ) are outlined in *Qanuippitaa? How Are We?*, including those related to socioeconomic status, the environment, physical health status, nutrition and eating habits, lifestyles, psychosocial health, and women’s health (Anctil [prepared by], 2008). Similar comprehensive surveys, termed the ‘Inuit Health Survey’, were also conducted in the Inuvialuit Settlement Region, Nunavut and Nunatsiavut during the International Polar Year, examining housing, food security, nutrition, country food, eating habits, mental health, community wellness, and medical history (Cameron, 2011). This Survey can assist in providing baseline data, identifying health risks, and validating what had been known on more of an anecdotal level in order to provide evidence-based support for health related priorities and proposals and targeted programs. The Inuit Child Health Survey in Nunavut, which was also conducted at this time, reported on health determinants such as food security, oral health, housing conditions, socioeconomic factors and health behaviours and histories (Egeland et al., 2010). In addition to supporting decision making, the survey also led to the establishment of a Nunavut food security task force and support for early-age obesity intervention and prevention (Owens et al., 2012).

*Knowledge Gaps and Research Opportunities*
Further intervention research is needed to address the social determinants of health among Aboriginal populations living in the North (King et al., 2009). This includes further research to better understand the impacts of social determinants on Inuit public health to inform policies and programs (Cameron, 2011). This also includes further research to evaluate the successes of social determinants of health intervention research (e.g. the impact of housing on health), which requires health researchers and clinicians to work together with social scientists (King et al., 2009).

Further research is needed which examines the relationship between levels of social support among Inuit and health outcomes while accounting for other socioeconomic factors such as income (Richmond, 2009).

There is a need to further examine the impacts of residential schools and the socio-cultural implications of changing northern societies.

There is a need “to better understand the mechanisms through which determinants of health affect Inuit women” to inform health policies, programs, and resource allocation (Healey & Meadows, 2007; Pauktuutit Inuit Women of Canada et al., 2012). While research has examined the perspectives of Inuit women in Nunavut regarding their health and well-being, further research is needed to examine the perspectives of women in the other Inuit regions of Canada as well as in the circumpolar North (Healey, 2008).

There is a need for further long-term data collection with respect to health outcomes that incorporates local knowledge and observations and is comparable temporally and spatially (Furgal & Seguin, 2006).

There is a need for the further development of more culturally appropriate indicators of health and well-being that reflect the values of Aboriginal peoples, such as the use of local country food (Cameron, 2011; Pauktuutit Inuit Women of Canada et al., 2012).

There is a need to support the enhancement of resiliency among Northerners as a way to strengthen health and well-being in the face of significant change (King et al., 2009). There is also a need for further research to better understand the drivers and mechanisms for mitigating and building resiliency, including the relationship between individual and community resiliency with respect to health and well-being.

More research is needed regarding the impacts of continuously changing demographics in many parts of the North that is occurring as a result of factors such as employment opportunities, the presence of seasonal workers, and the arrival of new Canadians, and regarding the non-Aboriginal population living in the North and their integration into socioeconomic systems and the associated impacts.

b) Health care system and health research

The costs of service delivery are rising (Yukon Health Care Review Steering Committee, 2008; Nunavut Tunngavik Inc., 2008; Health and Social Services – Government of the Northwest Territories, 2011a), with the long-term sustainability of current healthcare systems in the North being a key concern (Romanow, 2002; Yukon Health Care Review Steering Committee, 2008; Nunavut Tunngavik Inc., 2008).
The sometimes fragmented and uncoordinated health and social programs in the North can lead to addressing symptoms and issues in isolation without a more holistic perspective, and the design of stand-alone programs that can be too narrow in scope (Nunavut Tunngavik Inc., 2008; King et al., 2009; Ford et al., 2010b; Cameron, 2011).

It can be difficult to attract and retain health professionals over the longer term (Marrone, 2007; Furgal, 2008; Ford et al., 2010b; Cameron, 2011). In some areas of the North, health and well-being professionals hired from southern Canada may not be able to speak languages used in the North other than English or French which could result in miscommunication of key health information (Nunavut Tunngavik Inc., 2008). A shortage of healthcare professionals to analyze data and implement, coordinate, and provide services and programs can also be an issue (Cameron, 2011).

In some areas of the North, there is a lack of and/or inconsistent use of Aboriginal identifiers in data collection for health records including those which are First Nations, Métis, or Inuit-specific, which can make it difficult to spot trends and issues and inform response measures (Furgal, 2008; Smylie, 2010; Cameron, 2011; Pauktuutit Inuit Women of Canada et al., 2012; Canadian Institute for Health Information, 2013).

**Recent Advances**

The *Human Health* section of the report *Understanding Earth’s Polar Challenges: International Polar Year 2007-2008* describes some of the health research initiatives that were undertaken and associated gains made during the International Polar Year in the areas of environmental contaminants, climate change, socioeconomic change, chronic diseases and health disparities between indigenous and non indigenous populations. Some of the noted research gains included increased information regarding the burden of mental illness, better understanding of the determinants of resiliency, and more baseline information to better understand the health status of Inuit (Parkinson & Chatwood, 2011).

Proceedings from the International Congress on Circumpolar Health, which was recently held in Yellowknife, NT in 2009 and in Fairbanks, Alaska in 2012, provide information regarding health-related initiatives that are taking place in the circumpolar regions and associated research findings (Chatwood et al. [Eds.], 2010; Murphy & Parkinson [Eds.], 2013).

In 2013, the *Approaching a Collaborative Research Agenda for Systems Performance* seminar was held to discuss circumpolar health systems in an effort to identify priority research areas. Some of the recommendations that followed from this seminar included the need to better bridge physical and mental health systems through the further development of models and measures that can inform associated practices, build research capacity in areas such as data and policy, and be more responsive in terms of satisfying data sharing needs across health systems (Chatwood et al., 2013).

*Public Health Practice in Circumpolar Regions: Lessons for Canada* examines public health programs in the areas of public health surveillance; emergency preparedness...
and response; health promotion; disease and injury prevention; health protection; maternal and child health; and determinants of health in circumpolar regions. It also identifies a number of cross-cutting themes including governance, financing, and management; policy and planning; public health human resources and capacity; health disparities and inequalities; performance measurement and evaluation; citizen engagement and public education; intersectoral coordination and collaboration; and knowledge translation. Lessons learned for Canada are presented, including the need to further understand the northern context; better integrate public health in the northern health care system; strengthen surveillance and health information systems in the North; adopt new technologies to improve public health programs; strengthen links between the Public Health Agency of Canada (PHAC) and northern health agencies; address social determinants of health; and develop public health human resources for the North (Young & Chatwood, 2009).

- A literature review by Mitton et al. examined health service organization and delivery innovations that have been employed to improve access, quality, efficiency and/or effectiveness in northern rural and remote areas. This review highlighted the importance of cultural sensitivity, local capacity development and community-led programming in terms of implementing effective innovations (Mitton et al., 2011).
- In addition to providing an overview of healthcare delivery, administration and funding context, Powers examined e-health initiatives which are being implemented in each of the territories including telehealth, interoperable electronic health records, and primary care and physician office electronic medical records, noting the implementation of these initiatives as models for other Canadian jurisdictions to facilitate the implementation of e-health enabled healthcare (Powers, 2011).
- A 2010 report published by the Canadian Home Care Association examines promising practices across Canada in First Nations and Inuit home and community care in fall prevention, holistic chronic disease management and prevention, client safety, assisted living, and support for home support workers (Canadian Home Care Association, 2010).
- Research by Novik & MacLean examining pain and palliative care for seniors in the territories highlighted factors that are key to ensuring quality care and the importance of taking into consideration differences among regions, communities and culture in the provision of services. It also notes the direct impact of culture and ethnic background on pain recognition, assessment and management (Novik & MacLean, 2011).
- An environmental scan was conducted of curriculum and other initiatives that have been implemented by governments, academia and other organizations to improve cultural competency and cultural safety of health professionals (i.e., the ability to “communicate competently with a patient in that patient’s social, political, linguistic, economic and spiritual realm”) who work with First Nations, Inuit and Métis patients (National Aboriginal Health Organization, 2008; Baba, 2013). The related Competencies for Indigenous Public Health, Evaluation and Research (CIPHER) initiative is underway among Aboriginal collaborators from Canada, Australia, New Zealand, and the US which aims to develop a cultural safety approach to Indigenous
public health through the identification of core competencies to be used to improve education, practices, services and policies (Centre for Aboriginal Health Research, n.d.).

- A review of the health care system in the Yukon was undertaken in 2008 with a focus on long-term sustainability. It highlighted pressures resulting from aspects such as rising costs, shortage of professional health care providers, the aging population, the Yukon’s small and dispersed population, and dependence on provinces to provide tertiary medical interventions. From this review, 43 recommendations were made including the implementation of user fees for some non-insured health programs and services and greater use of alternative delivery models to improve patient outcomes and cost-effectiveness (Yukon Health Care Review Steering Committee, 2008).

- The NWT’s current government priorities and associated plans with respect to health and social services are outlined in Building on Our Foundation 2011-2016: A Strategic Plan for the NWT Health and Social Services System. Priorities include improved health status; enhanced services for children and families; innovative service delivery for core community health and social services; an integrated territorial health system with local delivery; patient/client safety and system quality; and the measurement, assessment and public reporting of health and social service outcomes (Health and Social Services – Government of the Northwest Territories, 2011a). The GNWT’s Northwest Territories Hospitalization Report provides baseline data regarding reasons for hospitalizations of NWT residents between 2008/09 and 2010/11 to inform health care management (Health and Social Services – Government of the Northwest Territories, 2013a). The GNWT also measures client satisfaction with health programs and services offered at NWT hospitals (Health and Social Services – Government of the Northwest Territories, 2009a). A 2006 evaluation of Tele-Care NWT found that it enhanced access to health information and non-urgent services for larger and mid-sized communities, but that it was not used as much by smaller communities. The evaluation also noted several challenges and barriers with respect to program uptake including high turnover of staff and a significant portion of northern residents without access to a telephone in their home (Howard Research and Management Consulting Inc. & Outcrop, 2006). A feasibility study for the implementation of an 811 line in the NWT for non-emergency services was also conducted during this time to examine aspects such as the services to be accessed via the line and how to integrate them, and whether other information channels could be used such as the Internet. This study noted the importance of involving a broad range of stakeholders in the development of the line (e.g. determining the range of services to be offered, operational requirements, etc.) including Aboriginal organizations, and the need for branding to differentiate 811 from 911 services and for call transfer protocols between the two services (Howard Research and Management Consulting Inc. & Outcrop, 2006). Research by Graham et al. that was focused on the NWT and northern Ontario aimed to inform ways in which social work-related knowledge and practice can be developed that is more suited in the northern context. Findings suggested the need for more interdisciplinary training and collaboration among social work practitioners (Graham et al., 2008).
The Government of Nunavut’s current public health strategy *Developing Healthy Communities* outlines health and well-being priorities and goals for 2008 to 2013. Priorities include improving the health of children and families and reducing addiction, with goals that include decreasing the number of people experiencing mental, physical, emotional or sexual abuse, and increasing the capacities of communities to improve healthy living (Health and Social Services – Government of Nunavut, 2008). A 2008 report *Nunavut’s Health System* published by Nunavut Tunngavik Inc. (NTI) provides an overview of the state of Inuit health in Nunavut, health care financing and administration and the organization and delivery of health care. It also provides a number of recommendations including strengthening health surveillance, building community level capacity, and involving Inuit in health care design and delivery (Nunavut Tunngavik Inc., 2008). Research has examined the historical development of medical and dental care in Nunavut, noting a long-term move from state- and professionally-controlled delivery to more Inuit-controlled care (Quiñonez, 2006).

Research by Ives and Aitken examined how the Inuit regional government in Nunavik can use more traditional practices and values in terms of social work approaches to address social issues. It was suggested that communities should be encouraged to explore their own capacity in health and build social cohesion, and that the regional government in Nunavik implement social policies to support this (Ives & Aitken, 2009). Research has also examined the experiences of Inuit patients from Nunavik with emergency nursing in Montreal to inform nursing practices that better meet cultural needs. It was found that Inuit patients experienced poor first impressions from long waits and insufficient communication, information and privacy. While the Inuit patients noted that the nurses ultimately provided client-centred care that recognized their culture and approaches to healing, it was suggested that having direct access to an Inuit language interpreter could improve their experience in terms of translation and providing cultural awareness to interactions (Arnaert & Schaack, 2006).

Research provided a better understanding of some socio-technical barriers to telehealth use in Labrador, including technical issues (from severe weather and difficulties troubleshooting the system, etc.) and social issues pertaining to privacy, culture and trust (Peddle, 2007). A demonstration project conducted in Nain, Nunatsiavut found that robotic telemedicine can have a positive impact on health care delivery from the perspectives of patients, nurses, and physicians in a remote, northern setting (Jong, 2013). Harper et al. evaluated the utility and attributes of a health registry system used by Labrador Grenfell Health, which provides primary health care for five Nunatsiavut communities, and the quality of data captured to determine whether improvements could be made. Conversion from a paper-based system to an electronic system was recommended, along with the continued use of standardized and systematic evaluations of health databases to better understand their usefulness, strengths and weaknesses (Harper et al., 2011).

**Naasautit: Inuit Health Statistics** was launched in 2011 with the objective of providing regional Inuit organizations and communities with access to Inuit-specific statistics that are easier to understand and use in order to better understand health issues and facilitate capacity building with respect to research, analysis and
advocacy. Available data relates to access to health services; community and family; culture and language; economy and governance; environment; food security; health behaviours; health status; housing and infrastructure; and knowledge and learning (Inuit Qaujisarvingat Knowledge Centre, n.d.).

- Health research capacity has increased with the involvement of northern researchers, health authorities and policymakers in leading and setting priorities for health research initiatives (Young & Chatwood, 2011). Community-based health research is being carried out in the North through northern research institutions such as the Arctic Institute of Community-Based Research in the Yukon, the Institute for Circumpolar Health Research in the NWT and the Qaujigiartiit Health Research Centre in Nunavut. An article by Chatwood & Young discusses some of the factors that led to the establishment of the Institute for Circumpolar Health Research in the NWT, and provides a model to facilitate the development of more northern-based health research (Chatwood & Young, 2010).

**Knowledge Gaps and Research Opportunities**

- There is a need for enhanced public health surveillance in Canada’s North (Nunavut Tunngavik Inc., 2008; Young & Chatwood, 2009). In addition to enabling a better understanding of current health status of the northern population and emerging health concerns, strengthened public health surveillance could provide better understanding of the transmission of disease and patterns from one community to another and inform intervention strategies (Parkinson & Evengård, 2009).

- There is a need for more circumpolar partnerships to supplement partnerships between institutions in northern and southern Canada and more international health-related research programs to facilitate the exchange of best practices in health care and inform decision-making (Parkinson & Chatwood, 2011; Young & Chatwood, 2011; Chatwood et al., 2013). There is also an opportunity to further examine successful approaches to health and well-being that have been implemented in other jurisdictions (e.g. Greenland) to assess the extent to which they may apply in Canada’s North.

- Further research is needed to examine the association between Aboriginal self-government, community control of health services, and health equity in Canada’s North (Young & Chatwood, 2011). Further work is also needed to incorporate Inuit knowledge and values into public health planning and programming (Nunavut Tunngavik Inc., 2008; Cameron, 2011).

- There is a need for further research regarding health care systems in Canada’s North (e.g. assessment of health system performance, etc.). There is also a need for further research to “examine the ways in which traditional healing methods can be integrated with the biomedical model of health service delivery” (Chatwood et al., 2013).

- Further research is needed to inform evidence-based guidelines regarding which health services should be provided locally rather than at another location to which a patient must be transported by air (Mitton et al., 2011). There is a need for further research to examine the experiences of Inuit patients who are brought to southern
urban health centres for treatment and the experiences of their families to inform more culturally supportive health care practices (Arnaert & Schaack, 2006).

- There is a need for further research regarding technology applications to improve access to services and quality of life in the North (Young & Chatwood, 2009).
- In addition to addressing poor health habits, there is a need for further health promotion and education initiatives that aim to reinforce positive aspects of health within local communities (Kuhnlein, 2004). There is a continued need for research to inform effective communication approaches of health issues to facilitate prevention and promote healthy living.
- Vaccine registries have not been fully implemented in Canada, which can make it difficult to evaluate the effectiveness of vaccination programs. A better understanding of the immunization status of the northern population is needed (Degani, 2008).
- Further research is needed to assess regional emergency response mechanisms (Bolton et al., 2011).
- With the lack of or inconsistent use of Aboriginal identifiers on health records in some areas of the North (Furgal, 2008; Smylie, 2010; Cameron, 2011; Pauktuutit Inuit Women of Canada et al., 2012; Oyvind Odland & Nieboer, 2012; Canadian Institute for Health Information, 2013), there is a need for Aboriginal identifiers on health records in some regions to provide a better understanding of the health status of Aboriginal peoples and the services that they are accessing. There are some challenges in establishing these identifiers such as difficulty obtaining buy-in and developing a cost-estimate of implementation. There is a need for comprehensive, long-term, Inuit-specific health data, as well as a need for existing data to be compiled in a centralized database that is accessible to communities so that they are able to use the data to support proposals and applications and inform programs (Cameron, 2011). There is also a need for more health and well-being data that is specific to regions or communities.
- There is a need for continued work to build and use health research frameworks that are based on Indigenous epistemologies.
- There is a need for further community-based health research (Chatwood & Young, 2010). There is, however, also a need to increase northern capacity to define research priorities and undertake community-based, culturally appropriate participative health research.
- There is a need for more regionally-led, community-driven research from a holistic perspective including but not limited to that which pertains to the social determinants of health; Inuit children, youth, and maternal health; and mental health and associated adaptation to improve health outcomes (Cameron, 2011; Sheppard & Hetherington, 2012; Cunsolo Willox, 2012).
- While continued health and well-being research to better understand prevalence, causes and risk factors associated with health conditions is important, there is a need for more intervention research, in which health initiatives such as programs, services and workshops are developed using evidence-based research, implemented, and evaluated to determine the extent to which the initiative was successful, and identify key contextual factors that contributed to its success or inhibited it so that a successful initiative can be appropriately scaled-up and
adapted for implementation in other communities. This includes intervention research in the areas of health promotion, health literacy, health education, and healing.

- There is a need for more multi-disciplinary, multi-stakeholder initiatives to better translate research into improved programs and services.
- There is a need for further support for the development of policies and governance for health research in Canada’s North (Chatwood & Young, 2010).

c) Chronic diseases

Recent Advances

- Research examined and compared self-reported prevalence of major chronic diseases and risk factors in the territories with prevalence in southern Canadian populations. While findings noted lower prevalence of self-reported hypertension, arthritis/rheumatism, diabetes, heart disease and stroke among respondents in the territories, a higher self-reported prevalence of obesity and smoking was noted (Deering et al., 2009).
- An examination of the prevalence and risk factors of self-reported chronic disease among adult Inuvialuit found hypertension and diabetes to be most prevalent. As well, a higher prevalence of heart disease was noted among female participants in comparison with the Canadian average (Erber, 2010).
- Research examining self-reported data suggested that the distribution of chronic diseases and risk factors in the territories differs across ethnic groups and geographic regions and noted the importance of community-based preventive interventions with respect to community and primary care (Lix et al., 2010).
- In terms of informing chronic disease related health promotion programs, research found that awareness of a relative with chronic disease was associated with increased knowledge of healthy food behaviours among Inuit, but not generally with self-efficacy or the intention to live a healthier lifestyle. It was suggested that it may be beneficial to have immediate relatives communicate information and help motivate others to lead a healthier lifestyle (Pakseresht et al., 2010).
- Gittelsohn et al. documented the approach and process (which included community workshops, group feedback and implementation training) that was used to develop a culturally appropriate community-based chronic disease prevention program for Inuit in Nunavut called Healthy Foods North (Gittelsohn et al., 2010).
- Research by the Canadian Institute for Health Information found disparities between rates of heart attacks among First Nations, Métis and Inuit peoples and the rates of in-hospital treatment and care for heart attacks such as cardiac diagnostic and revascularization procedures (Canadian Institute for Health Information, 2013).
- Research has found an extremely high prevalence of cardiovascular disease risk factors such as smoking, obesity and elevated blood pressure among Inuit in Nunavik, with higher prevalence noted among women (Chateau-Degat et al., 2010).
- Galloway et al. conducted a scoping review of research on obesity among Inuit living in the circumpolar North and noted the high prevalence among adults and the significantly increasing prevalence among preschool and school-aged children
(Galloway et al., 2012). Research also found a nearly fourfold increase in the prevalence of severe obesity among Inuit in Nunavik between 1992 and 2004, and notes the importance of regular monitoring of severe obesity prevalence (Kellett et al., 2012).

- Research examining physical activity and body mass index (BMI) among Inuit adults from three Nunavut communities found a high prevalence of overweight and obese adults which corresponded with the highest levels of self-reported physical activity (Hopping et al., 2010).
- Research from the Circumpolar Inuit Cancer Review covering the period of 1989 to 2003 indicated that cancer is increasing among both men and women in all Inuit regions. It also revealed that Inuit are at higher risk than non-Inuit for more traditional cancers (such as cancer of the nasopharynx and salivary glands), that the incidence of lung cancer is rapidly increasing in Canada, and that the incidence of breast and prostate cancer are low in comparison to the non-Inuit population (Kelly et al., 2008a & b). Friborg & Melbye outlined current knowledge regarding cancer epidemiology in Inuit populations in Alaska, northern Canada and Greenland. Low incidence among Inuit of cancers that are more common among white populations was noted including prostate cancer, bladder cancer, and cancer of the haemopoietic system. An increase in lifestyle-associated cancers of the lung, breast and colon was found among Inuit populations, and these are also the most malignant diseases among Inuit in the North (Friborg & Melbye, 2008). Research has examined cancer incidence patterns between residents of Inuit Nunangat and the rest of Canada from 1998 to 2007, noting elevated rates of cancers with potentially modifiable risk factors among Inuit such as lung cancer. This research also identified socioeconomic characteristics such as housing and income as potential contributors (Carrière et al., 2012).
- McDonald & Trenholm examined whether demographic, socioeconomic and geographic factors account for differences between Inuit and other Northerners in health-related behaviours and health service in terms of cancer incidence and diagnosis. This research found that behaviours leading to increased cancer risk and lower use of diagnostic screening are a result of unobserved factors that are specific to Inuit and their social-cultural context, highlighting the need for targeted policy interventions for Inuit that take into consideration the broader health and socioeconomic context (McDonald & Trenholm, 2010).
- Community Cancer Sharing Sessions were held in Fort Good Hope, NT and Fort Resolution, NT to enable community members to share concerns about cancer rates in their community, identify gaps and challenges, and explore ways in which health could be enhanced (The Saint Elizabeth First Nations, Inuit, and Métis Program, 2012a & b).
- The Inuit Cancer Project is underway to develop culturally appropriate cancer awareness tools for Inuit living in Inuit Nunangat in order to encourage increased screening and early diagnosis (Pauktuutit Inuit Women of Canada, 2013).
- The GN’s Nunavut Tobacco Reduction Framework for Action 2011-2016 provides an overview of smoking impacts on Nunavummiut and identifies areas for action such as evaluation of tobacco programs and interventions and further research with universities and other organizations to better understand tobacco use and inform
interventions (Health and Social Services – Government of Nunavut, 2011). A 2009 *Youth Smoking in the NWT* report provides a descriptive summary of some of the findings from the 2006 NWT School Tobacco Survey and compares them with the results from previous surveys (Health and Social Services – Government of the Northwest Territories, 2009b).

- An examination by Costello of the potential effectiveness of tobacco-related health messages to promote smoking cessation among Inuit in Nunavut suggested the need for an integrated communication strategy with complementary, targeted materials along with population-level approaches such as warning labels (Costello, 2013).
- Research examined the Pan-Arctic Inuit Wellness TV series that was broadcast in May 2009 in Alaska and Canada as a way to share information on IPY progress and innovative health and wellness projects, engage Inuit youth and adults, and test a participatory communication model. It was found that this series was useful in increasing local community involvement and disseminating effective strategies for promoting Inuit wellness. One of the lessons learned from this project was that using too many communication channels can dilute key messages and the community voice (Johnson, 2009; Johnson et al., 2011).

- The report *Celebrating Our Stories: Building a Healthier Yukon Together* provides an overview of healthy living initiatives that have been implemented in the Yukon such as the greenhouse and farm operation in Little Salmon Carmacks which provides free vegetables, and the Winter Culture camp and bison hunt in Whitehorse which combines academic work with experiential learning with the aim of engaging and inspiring First Nations communities to implement similar types of initiatives (Butler Walker et al., 2012).
- The *Yukon First Nations Health Promotion Spring School 2007* capacity building initiative enabled First Nations health resource workers in the Yukon to discuss health promotion in the areas of diabetes, depression, substance use, food security and residential schools to form the basis for the development of proposals and partnerships that address community issues (Butler Walker et al., 2008).

**Knowledge Gaps and Research Opportunities**

- There is an ongoing need for continued research to better understand how to enhance health and well-being and reduce disease burdens through prevention and the promotion of healthy behaviours.
- There is an ongoing need for chronic disease monitoring and better understanding of risk factors, as well as continued development of associated prevention and management strategies (Deering et al., 2009; Health and Social Services – Yukon Government, 2012a).
- Further research is needed regarding dietary change among Northerners to examine the extent to which there are correlations and relationships between that and increasing levels of chronic diseases (Donaldson et al., 2010).
- Further research is needed to examine obesity among pre-adolescents and undertake cohort studies to better understand health outcomes with respect to obesity (Galloway et al., 2012).
There is a need for further research to inform effective obesity prevention programs.

More comprehensive, long-term data regarding cancer rates is needed to better understand the impact of environmental contaminants on cancer (Cameron, 2011).

There is a need for further research to better understand knowledge, attitudes and behaviour with respect to cancer (Pauktuutit Inuit Women of Canada, 2013).

d) Infectious diseases and other illnesses

Recent Advances

- The Pan-Territorial Pandemic Planning Project, which included an environmental scan of common pan-territorial issues, challenges, gaps and priorities and a Pan-Territorial Workshop on pandemic planning, was undertaken to facilitate the sharing of best practices and identify priorities and areas for future collaboration. Common challenges included difficulty of having multi-departmental committees involved, appropriately defining roles, HR capacity deficiencies, and time commitments required to facilitate coordination. Lessons learned and best practices included the use of a yearly pan-territorial planning workshop arranged by PHAC to share efficiencies, procuring the majority of vaccine early, and using different communication approaches for different audiences (Terriplan Consultants, 2010b and c).

- An evaluation of the GNWT’s Department of Health and Social Services plans and response to the H1N1 pandemic was undertaken. It was found that the plan did not account for varying types and severity levels of influenza, and that roles and responsibilities in terms of pandemic planning and response were not always clearly understood. It was recommended that the NWT’s Pandemic Influenza Contingency Plan be updated to reflect lessons learned and best practices, that a real-time electronic inventory system be implemented to track health emergency supplies, and that the ability of the NWT and its regions and communities to stockpile necessary emergency items be assessed (Terriplan Consultants, 2010a).

- Wesche et al. conducted an environmental scan and presented case studies of respiratory health initiatives that have been implemented for First Nations, Inuit and Métis populations, noting that while most initiatives involved a pan-Aboriginal approach, they tended to incorporate a holistic view of health. With respect to initiatives for First Nations peoples, it was found that initiatives focused on tobacco abuse cessation or tuberculosis (TB), that post-program evaluations were often not conducted, and that a gender-based approach may be useful. With respect to initiatives for Inuit, it was found that community-based approaches are beneficial, and that it is important to have an Inuit champion or long-term collaborator, especially locally (Wesche et al., 2011).

- Research comparing hospitalization rates for lower respiratory tract infections among Inuit and non-Inuit infants in the NWT and the Kitikmeot region of Nunavut found that while rates in each of the regions were generally higher than the Canadian rate, rates in the Kitikmeot region were the highest (Young et al., 2007).
Research examined the cost of lower respiratory tract infections hospital admissions for infants less than one year of age per live birth in the NWT, Nunavut, and Nunavik, including transportation, hospital stay, physician fees and accommodation costs. This research found that costs are highest in Nunavut and Nunavik as a result of high rates of admission, expensive medical evacuations and prolonged hospitalizations. The authors recommend the use of prevention strategies to decrease infection rates and generate health savings (Banerji et al., 2013).

Research examined risk factors and viruses associated with hospitalization of children less than 2 years of age in Iqaluit, NU due to lower respiratory tract infection. It was found that some of the key independent risk factors included smoking during pregnancy, place of residence, lack of breastfeeding, and overcrowding (Banerji et al., 2009). Research on preschool Inuit children in Nunavik suggested that neonatal vitamin A deficiency is a significant risk factor for acute otitis media and lower respiratory tract infections (Cameron et al., 2008).

Research by Kovesi et al. pertaining to Inuit children in Nunavut aged three to five years old found that severe lower respiratory tract infection during the first two years of life was associated with ongoing respiratory morbidity, with symptoms seeming to lessen in severity over time (Kovesi et al., 2011). Research by Kovesi et al. also noted the impact of reduced ventilation and crowding in Nunavut houses on lower respiratory tract infections among children between 2000 and 2004 (Kovesi et al., 2006).

The 2011 State of Tuberculosis in Inuit Nunangat report prepared for Inuit Tapiriit Kanatami (ITK) includes an overview of the jurisdictional background in terms of health in each region, an analysis of TB data, and an overview of TB prevention, intervention and education activities in each of the regions (Demmer, 2011). ITK later published an Inuit-specific TB strategy that provides an overview the social and health determinants of TB and some of the current regional practices to address TB. It also outlines five core components for an Inuit-specific action plan such as Inuit-appropriate prevention, control and care programs (Inuit Tapiriit Kanatami, 2013).

While not specific to the North, TB-related research is being carried out to better understand outbreaks (e.g. Walker et al., 2013), shorten treatment regimens (Inuit Tapiriit Kanatami, 2013) and support the application of new technologies (e.g. Kirwan & Gilman, 2013). Research will be undertaken to model the impact of TB-specific interventions (such as diagnostic testing for latent or active TB) and other types of interventions such as smoking prevention or improved housing to predict the associated benefits and cost-effectiveness of these TB-related control interventions (Canadian Institutes of Health Research, 2012a).

A literature review on adherence to TB care found that poor adherence was often the cause of initial treatment failure and of disease relapse. Systemic, personal and societal factors affecting adherence among Aboriginal peoples in Canada were also highlighted (Orr, 2010a). Strategies for removing barriers to TB adherence among Aboriginal peoples were examined through a review of biomedical and social science literature, which found that strategies tended to focus on the health care system and on the individual, with insufficient attention given to the social context
Research by Moller focusing on Inuit in two Nunavut communities highlighted colonialism as having a key influence on the experience of Inuit with TB (Moller, 2010).

- The TAIMA TB public health campaign initiative which involved numerous partners including Nunavut Tunngavik Inc., Government of Nunavut, Ottawa Hospital Research Institute, and the Public Health Agency of Canada was piloted beginning in 2011 in Iqaluit, NU. The campaign involved raising awareness through social media and community focus groups whose members then developed videos in Inuktitut/English regarding TB facts and showed them to the community. They then went door to door in high-risk areas to provide TB facts to residents and, assisted by public health nurses, answer questions in Inuktitut or English to reduce stigma and encourage people to get tested for latent TB and seek treatment. Initial results have indicated that the TAIMA TB campaign led to an increase in the number of people presenting to public health for latent TB screening, with further analysis being undertaken to determine enablers and barriers to treatment completion (Alvarez, 2013). Building on this, a TB awareness campaign will be implemented in two more Nunavut communities. New TB diagnosis equipment at the Qikiqtani General Hospital Laboratory will also be evaluated to determine the extent to which it can facilitate an accurate and timelier diagnosis (Canadian Institutes of Health Research, 2012c).

- Research has examined reported notifiable gastrointestinal illness (NGI) in the NWT from 1991 to 2008. This research found that the distribution of NGI notifications varied by geographic region, season and year (Pardhan-Ali et al., 2012a) and that key risk factors were environment- and behaviour-related (Pardhan-Ali et al., 2012b). Research also examined community-level risk factors for NGI (Pardhan-Ali et al., 2013).

- Goodman et al. conducted a systematic review of the state of knowledge regarding the Helicobacter pylori (H. pylori – bacteria that infect the stomach). Findings noted a high prevalence among northern Aboriginal populations. Further community-based research was recommended to better understand the disease burden and inform health policies (Goodman et al., 2008). An H. pylori Working Group has been examining H. pylori since 2007 through community-based participatory research in Aklavik, NT, Tuktoyaktuk, NT, Fort McPherson, NT, and Old Crow, YT to better understand the disease burden and identify ways in which associated health risks can be reduced (CANHelp Working Group, 2013). While further research is required, including work to better understand the long-term implications of the initiative, the screening and treatment components of the initiative in Aklavik, NT have been shown to substantially reduce the prevalence of H. pylori (Carraher et al., 2013).

- Degani et al. examined the epidemiology of invasive bacterial diseases in Canada’s North (including the Yukon, NWT, Nunavut, and the northern regions of Québec and Labrador) using clinical and demographic information. It was found that disease caused by S. pneumoniae was a serious problem, but apparent progress toward a reduction in the disease incidence was noted. It was also found that rates of invasive H. influenzae are higher among Aboriginal persons (Degani et al., 2008).
Knowledge Gaps and Research Opportunities

- There is a need for further research related to infectious diseases in the northern context (Kulmann & Richmond, 2011; Public Health Agency of Canada, 2013).
- There is a need to further compare the attitudes and beliefs of health care providers in Nunavut who are operating influenza vaccine programs with vaccine uptake rates to determine the extent to which more health care provider training is needed to optimize vaccine uptake (Steenbeek et al., 2009a).
- An examination of the transmissibility of the H1N1 pandemic in remote and isolated communities (including Nunavut) highlighted the need for more targeted or population-specific control strategies (Mostaço-Guidolin et al., 2012). There is also a need for pandemic plans that are more appropriate for remote, northern fly-in communities that have low capacity (Cameron, 2011).
- Further work is needed to enhance the efficacy of telehealth to address respiratory diseases in remote communities (Wesche et al., 2011).
- Further research is needed to examine the risk factors for lower respiratory tract infection hospitalizations among infants in Canada’s North (Young et al., 2007). Further research is also needed to determine optimal measures to decrease rates of hospital admissions for lower respiratory tract infections in regions of the North that are experiencing high rates (Banerji et al., 2013).
- More research is needed to identify ways in which health inequities can be reduced as an approach to lowering TB rates in northern populations (Orr, 2010b).
- There is a need for further research to better understand “the similarities and differences of TB cases among and within the [Inuit] regions, and patterns of TB transmission” (Inuit Tapiriit Kanatami, 2013). Further study of northern communities that have maintained low TB infection rates would be useful in better understanding how other northern communities can prevent the spread of TB (Cameron, 2011). As well, to address the cycle of transmission, further research is needed to examine the feasibility and efficacy of novel approaches to contact investigation such as social network analysis, geographic information systems and genomics in Aboriginal communities to prioritize contacts who are candidates for treatment of latent TB infection (Cook et al., 2012).
- Continued design and testing of point-of-care tests for both active and latent TB are needed for more rapid, cost-effective, and straightforward TB diagnosis (Connell et al., 2011; Evans, 2011; Dheda et al., 2013).
- With respect to active TB disease treatment, further research is needed to evaluate the impact of varied directly observed therapy approaches to treatment (i.e., having someone such as a health worker or family member directly monitor drug treatment adherence), and to compare the effectiveness of these approaches with other strategies and initiatives that aim to improve TB treatment adherence (Volmink & Garner, 2007).
- Further research is needed to develop more culturally and contextually appropriate TB prevention, control and care programs (Inuit Tapiriit Kanatami, 2013), including those that aim to address personal and family barriers to TB treatment adherence (Orr, 2010b), and the social determinants of health (Kulmann & Richmond, 2011). As well, continued work is needed to frame the evidence base in terms of underlying
risk factors for TB in a way that promotes policy uptake (Kulmann & Richmond, 2011).

e) Injuries, violence and abuse

- In some areas of Canada’s North, there is a higher prevalence of injuries and injury-related mortality (Health and Social Services – Government of the Northwest Territories, 2004; Indian Health Service, 2008; Cameron, 2011; Health and Social Services – Government of the Northwest Territories, 2011b). Injuries include intentional and unintentional injuries. Intentional injuries such as suicide and suicide attempts are, to a large extent, covered in section f), intergenerational trauma, mental health and addictions.
- Violence against Aboriginal women and girls is also an issue (Billson, 2006; Anctil [prepared by], 2008; Cameron, 2011).

Recent Advances

- The GNWT’s Injuy in the Northwest Territories Report, and the more statistical version, Injury in the Northwest Territories: A Descriptive Report details trends, major types and causes of injury, and at-risk groups in the NWT. The leading causes of injuries were suicide, and motor vehicle traffic crashes or injuries resulting from other means of transportation such as snowmobiles. Unintentional falls were the main cause of injury-related hospitalization. At-risk groups included those who are between 15 and 44 years of age as well as seniors. As well, injury mortality and hospitalization rates among the Inuit and Dene in the NWT were found to be higher than the rates for other NWT residents (Health and Social Services – Government of the Northwest Territories, 2004). The NWT Injury Prevention Strategy 2007-2012 Implementation Plan outlines planned initiatives in response to address injury and injury-related deaths (Health and Social Services – Government of the Northwest Territories, 2007).
- Research examining unintentional injuries among children and adolescents in Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal communities in Newfoundland and Labrador found that the rates of unintentional injury and of subsequent mortality are higher in Aboriginal communities (Alaghehbandan et al., 2010).
- An Injury Prevention Priority Setting Exercise was undertaken in the Yukon in 2009 that combined quantitative injury data with input from stakeholders to identify an injury profile and inform prevention strategies (Kramer, 2010).
- Research has examined the extent to which there is less violence in Nunavut communities that have prohibited the importation of alcoholic beverages. While it was found that there was less violence in communities where alcohol was prohibited, the rates of violence were still much higher than the national average (Wood, 2011).
- Focusing on the territories, Moffitt et al. examined literature and conducted a 3-year media watch regarding intimate partner violence in the territories. Covering themes of colonization, alcohol and substance use, effects of residential schools, housing inadequacies, help-seeking behaviours and gaps in the justice system, literature and media pertaining to the territories has generally contextualized and
described intimate partner violence, focusing on the causes, attributes, consequences and gaps in services (Moffitt et al., 2013).

- Research examined the views of Inuit women in Pangnirtung, NU to better understand how societal changes and changes in gender regimes relate to domestic violence among Inuit, and noted the importance of addressing both precipitating (e.g. alcohol and drug abuse, male jealousy, and difficulties in interpersonal communication) and structural (e.g. poverty and rapid social change) factors (Billson, 2006).

- Research is being undertaken to develop and test participatory and culturally sensitive interventions to address sexual violence among Inuit youth, including prevention and management tools (Canadian Institutes of Health Research, 2012b).

- Pauktuutit Inuit Women of Canada designed and piloted a national Training Module for frontline shelter workers with the objective of enhancing support provided to Inuit women (Pauktuutit Inuit Women of Canada, 2007; Cameron, 2011).

Knowledge Gaps and Research Opportunities

- There is a need for further research to examine injuries, which could be facilitated by community-based injury surveillance programs to provide better understanding of who is being injured under what conditions, and in turn risk factors to inform holistic and culturally sensitive prevention strategies (Alaghehbandan et al., 2010; Cameron, 2011).

- Given that the variables that influence intimate partner violence are multifactoral, more comprehensive research is needed regarding intimate partner violence in the North (Moffitt et al., 2013).

f) Intergenerational trauma, mental health and addictions

- Mental health and addictions are of significant concern in many areas of the North, where there are high substance abuse rates (Cameron, 2011) or high rates of suicide especially among male Inuit youth (Cameron, 2011). Intergenerational trauma from residential schools, a noted contributor to mental health and substance abuse issues has ongoing impacts (Cameron, 2011).

Recent Advances

- Lehti et al. conducted a literature review of epidemiological mental health research pertaining to Aboriginal children and adolescents in the circumpolar Arctic. It was found that most of this research involved more regional cross-sectional studies that examined substance use and suicidal behaviour, and that there was insufficient attention given to other psychosocial problems (Lehti et al., 2009).

- The 2007 Mamisarniq Conference was held in part to facilitate knowledge sharing among addiction and mental health workers from northern and southern Canada who work with Inuit of effective Inuit-specific approaches to healing. A report prepared by Tungasuvvingat Inuit outlines these approaches and provides some recommendations including creating a frontline workers association to address
specific concerns and establishing an Inuit Trauma and Addiction Counsellor certificate or diploma program in the North (Tungasuvvingat Inuit, 2007).

- Kronstal examined how community mental health and addiction services providers in the NWT experience and respond to rapid socioeconomic change in terms of their professional practice and identified recommendations to improve mental health and addiction services policies and practices. This research noted that internal organizational change is having a significant impact on these workers, and that while workers need to engage in community life in order to gain client trust, they are also required to meet certain service standards and regulations and work under government policies and procedures which are sometimes perceived as inflexible, which can make it difficult to meet the needs of communities. It also identified the need for more local involvement in the structuring and delivery of community-based services, increased cultural competency of paraprofessionals who are not originally from the communities they are serving, continued professional development so that paraprofessionals can assume more counseling responsibilities, and more flexibility with government-run mental health and addiction services arrangement to allow practitioners more opportunity to connect with clients (Kronstal, 2009).

- Research examined previous mental health and addictions initiatives in the NWT and promising future initiatives to address these issues and propose a new broader approach that includes the determinants of health (McDermott Consulting, 2011).

- The Qaujigiartiit Health Research Centre, under its Child and Youth Mental Health Intervention, Research and Community Advocacy Project, is working to develop, implement and evaluate child and youth community-based mental health and wellness interventions (Qaujigiartiit Health Research Centre, n.d.). Components of this project included an examination of wellness and empowerment camps; use of photovoice to explore mental health and wellness; a needs assessment of child and youth mental health services in Nunavut; and a review of parenting support programs (Qaujigiartiit Health Research Centre, 2010b). The review of youth wellness and empowerment camps in Nunavut and other regions of the North and related literature led to the identification of key wellness and empowerment aspects including community involvement in camps, time spent on the land, skill building, and provision of country food. A framework for a wellness camp model for Nunavut youth was developed (Noah, 2012). The perspectives of 10 community members from Nunavut on the impacts of climate change on health were examined using photovoice, which involved engaging participants through discussion of the photographs that they had taken that depicted some of the key impacts. Community participants noted both reflection and changing knowledge systems as being key aspects of the relationship between climate change and health (Magner & Healey, 2010). An environmental scan of child and youth mental health services and programs for Nunavummiut was conducted. Gaps in service provision were also identified, including lack of child and youth mental health programs in Nunavut, the need for proactive early childhood programs for at-risk children, and the lack of residential treatment services for high-risk youth. A review of best practices in other jurisdictions was also undertaken, which highlighted the importance of culturally appropriate, community-based, holistic programs and services as well as
broadband development to connect remote communities to facilitate coordinated multi-jurisdictional initiatives and enhanced stakeholder collaboration and coordination (Qaujigiartiit Health Research Centre, 2010a). Research under this initiative examined the experiences of frontline mental health workers in Nunavut, noting challenges such as difficulties with addressing non-acute issues and lack of continuous resources and permanency planning. Best practices for frontline workers in Nunavut and other jurisdictions were also identified, including early intervention, holistic service coordination, interagency information sharing, and empowerment and skill development for children, youth and families (Lindsay & Healey, 2012a). Research examined the perspectives of frontline workers and families working with Nunavut’s foster care system. From the perspective of foster parents, strengths of the current system included care at home and compensation, while gaps included the lack of training and cultural orientation sessions and resources to support foster parents. From the perspective of frontline workers, gaps in the current system included worker shortages and ‘burn out’ and lack of opportunities to recruit and approve foster homes given the significant amount of time spent delivering related programs. Recommendations that followed included establishing culturally-relevant goals for the child in care plans, dedicated regional foster care worker positions to focus on recruitment, formal training, and resource development, and foster parent training and support networks (Lindsay & Healey, 2012b). Research also reviewed parenting support programs including program content in Nunavut and other jurisdictions including the Yukon, NWT, Alaska and Greenland, to identify gaps in Nunavut programming and support the development of a parent support program model for Nunavut which targets whole families and focuses on experiential learning (Qaujigiartiit Health Research Centre, 2010b). An evaluation of the Inunnguiniq Parenting Support Program, which was subsequently developed and piloted in eight Nunavut communities, was conducted to identify areas of success, areas for improvement, and recommendations for the next phase of pilots. Areas of success included the use of land-based activities to increase participation of men, and the involvement of elders in sharing Inuit parenting practices and traditional lifestyles. It was found that response was limited for reading and writing activities and that some of the curriculum elements were too complex for facilitators to appropriately deliver. Recommendations included adding more activity-based discussion, and revising the reading level of program materials (Qaujigiartiit Health Research Centre, 2012).

- Research examining Inuit and western perspectives on the impact of relocation in the 1950s on current Inuit family relationships found that this, along with the associated separation of families and the resulting fragmentation of Inuit language, ways of knowing, and knowledge sharing was in turn a key contributor to current social challenges being faced by communities (Healey, In review).

- A 2009 publication Mentally Healthy Communities: Aboriginal Perspectives examined what constitutes a mentally healthy community and what makes some communities more resilient than others with respect to mental health, while focusing on Aboriginal communities in Canada, to better understand how individual, social, cultural, physical and socioeconomic determinants impact individual and community mental health (Canadian Institute for Health Information [ed.], 2009).
Kral et al. researched themes central to well-being in two Nunavut communities, which included family, talking/communication, and traditional Inuit cultural values and practices (Kral et al., 2011).

- Nelson examined colonial norms as determinants of Aboriginal mental health, and the hidden assumptions based on colonialism that may be present in mental health care systems that can have implications for the way in which mental health research is conducted, and the way in which services are delivered and accessed (Nelson, 2012).

- There is greater knowledge of the direct and indirect effects of Canada’s residential school system on the mental health of succeeding generations of Aboriginal peoples (Wesley-Esquimaux, 2007; Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada, 2012). This has been greatly augmented by work of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada which has documented the extent of residential school and intergenerational trauma and is assembling considerable data on the subject.

- Kral et al. examined new developments with respect to suicide prevention initiatives, noting a move towards more Inuit control, with more Inuit-driven and community-based prevention initiatives and evaluations to determine their efficacy (Kral et al., 2009).

- A 2006 NAHO report documents findings from a series of Elder focus groups in each of the Inuit regions regarding suicide prevention, with a focus on traditional Inuit practices that encouraged resilience and coping. Recommendations included involving more Elders, using modern methods (e.g. posters, curriculum, etc.) to communicate Inuit values, and taking youth out on the land to teach them survival skills along with coping skills such as patience and perseverance (National Aboriginal Health Organization, 2006).

- The Nunavut Suicide Prevention Strategy outlines an approach to suicide among various partners including the Government of Nunavut, Nunavut Tunngavik Inc., the Embrace Life Council and the Royal Canadian Mounted Police that includes the use of evidence-based interventions that have been successful in other jurisdictions and community-development activities to enhance individual and community wellness (Government of Nunavut et al., 2010).

- The psychological autopsy method, which is used for retrospective study of suicides, was adapted by researchers for use among Inuit in Nunavut in order to provide a better understanding of the causes of suicide in Nunavut to inform suicide prevention strategies (Hicks, 2009; Chachamovich et al., 2013). This study found that some key risk factors for suicide in Nunavut included mental illness, as well as childhood physical, sexual and emotional abuse (Chachamovich et al., 2013; Chachamovich & Tomlinson, 2013).

- Tan et al. examined caller characteristics, call contents, and type of assistance provided to callers to the Inuit crisis line in Nunavut between 1991 and 2001, which indicated that most users were adult females, and that the crisis line was underused by young Inuit males (Tan et al., 2012).

- The 2010 NWT Addictions Report provides data regarding the prevalence of alcohol, illicit drugs, tobacco use and gambling in the NWT to inform decision-making in terms of prevention and treatment. It was found that those who were more likely to engage in heavy drinking, use cannabis, and smoke cigarettes were younger, male,
with lower levels of education, and living outside of the larger centres (Health and Social Services – Government of the Northwest Territories, 2010).

- Research examining patterns of psychoactive substance use among youths aged 11 to 21 in Nunavik found that the proportion of females whose substance use was problematic was twice as high as that of males (Brunelle et al., 2010).

- The report Improving Treatment and Support for Yukon Girls and Women with Substance Use Problems and Addictions provides an overview of current programs, policies and services for women experiencing substance abuse in the Yukon; issues and factors affecting girls and women related to substance use problems including gendered pathways to substance use and stronger stigma that creates a barrier to treatment and care; and best practices in treatment and support including integrated treatment of trauma, violence and substance use concerns (Poole & Hanson, 2007).

- Davison et al. examined community-driven alcohol policy in the territories across time from 1970 to 2008, including the types, patterns and impacts of the policies. This research found that the number of communities with some form of regulation has increased over time, and that there has been an increase in the adoption of restrictions other than prohibition. It was also found that smaller, younger and more remote communities with a greater percentage of Aboriginal peoples tended to have regulations (Davison et al., 2011).

**Knowledge Gaps and Research Opportunities**

- There is a need for more longitudinal and culturally relevant research to better understand socio-cultural changes and the associated effects on psychological problems (Lehti et al., 2009). There is a need for further contemporary research to examine the collision of worldviews, including impacts on the younger generation and their perceptions of modernization.

- Following an examination of community mental health and addiction services in the NWT in the context of rapid socioeconomic change, Kronstal notes the need for further research to better understand the impact of rapid socioeconomic change and internal organizational change on mental health and addictions practice, including the relationship between rapid change and trauma, and between trauma, mental health and addiction issues. Kronstal also notes the need to examine related policies and programs to identify ways in which they could be changed to focus more on wellness and healing from trauma to address root causes of mental health and addictions issues, and to examine how to incorporate community visions and traditional northern healing practices (Kronstal, 2009).

- With the reliance of smaller communities on paraprofessionals to perform supporting roles in the delivery of health and well-being services, further research is needed to better understand the experience of paraprofessionals in northern and remote healthcare practice (Kronstal, 2009).

- There is a need for more longitudinal research to better assess the impact of mental health and addictions interventions, including those that are based on traditional knowledge and practices.
Further research is needed to examine best practices with respect to camps for youth empowerment and wellness and the extent to which these practices can be applied to camps for Inuit youth (Noah, 2012).

There is a need for further epidemiological data regarding the mental health of young Aboriginal people in Canada's North, especially with respect to younger children (Lehti et al., 2009). Further research is needed to better understand the causes of mental health among Aboriginal peoples in the North (Lehti et al., 2009). Further research is needed to better understand the impacts of rapid socio-cultural change on mental health among Aboriginal children and adolescents in the North (Tester & McNicoll, 2004; Lehti et al., 2009). Research is also needed to examine the impact of changing livelihoods on mental health (Bolton et al., 2011).

Further research is needed to examine the relationship between determinants of mental health and social capital, and to examine mental health as a positive attribute (Lakaski, 2008).

There is a need for further research to inform appropriate mental health services and support measures.

An examination by Law & Hutton of the clinical and social characteristics of psychiatric consultation clients in Iqaluit, NU revealed that psychiatric issues were intertwined with interpersonal, socioeconomic and societal changes and that there is a need for community mental health services to go beyond the medical model to address broader psychosocial issues (Law & Hutton, 2007).

With existing epidemiological mental health research in the circumpolar Arctic pertaining primarily to substance use and suicidal behaviour, further research is needed regarding other psychosocial problems experienced by Aboriginal peoples in the North (Lehti et al., 2009). The need for further research to “better understand the prevalence of mental disorders in Nunavut” has also been identified (Government of Nunavut et al., 2010).

There is a need to pilot more community-based interventions that aim to address mental health issues by better understanding and strengthening collective resilience. In recognition of the challenges in measuring the impacts of some community-based and traditional interventions on mental health, the need for more longitudinal research was also noted.

Further understanding of “residential school syndrome,” a form of post-traumatic stress disorder, is needed in support of healing so that families and communities can restore their spiritual, emotional and cultural values in ways that they choose (Robertson, 2006).

There is a need for further research regarding the social determinants of suicide (i.e., social transition, colonial status, changing gender roles, etc.) from a public health approach (Sustainable Development Working Group, 2010). There is a need for further research to better understand factors behind the higher prevalence of suicide among young Inuit men (Hicks, 2009; Cameron, 2011). Further research is also needed to better understand factors which may lead to suicidal thoughts and suicidal attempts among Nunavummiut as well as the extent to which there are protective factors at play by utilizing the psychological autopsy methodology (Hicks, 2009; Chachamovich et al., 2013).
There is a need for further ethnographic study of suicide to better understand cultural perspectives (Kral, 2012).

There is a need for evidence-based, community-driven, culturally-based, holistic suicide prevention initiatives (Hicks, 2009; Sustainable Development Working Group, 2010; Cameron, 2011).

There is a need for further policy related research to inform decisions and better understand the extent to which social policies contribute directly or indirectly to suicide prevention (Sustainable Development Working Group, 2010).

There is a need to document and examine the impact of suicide prevention efforts that have been implemented in the circumpolar Arctic, as well as a need for more communication and information sharing between suicide researchers in the circumpolar Arctic (Sustainable Development Working Group, 2010). There is a need for the development of more tools to evaluate suicide prevention and wellness programs (Stevenson & Ellsworth, 2004; Government of Nunavut et al., 2010).

There is a need to integrate multi-disciplinary approaches to suicide research (Kral, 2012).

Further research is needed with respect to alcohol related policies within northern communities, to better understand whether dry communities are healthier and safer as a result, how policy interventions interact with contextual elements and the resulting impacts on an individual and community level, and whether crime rates are lower in communities which have restricted or prohibited alcohol (Davison et al., 2011).

g) Environmental conditions and human health

There are environment related human health concerns for Northerners such as those which stem from living in a harsh northern environment (Young & Mäkinen, 2010), from the impacts of climate change, and from contaminants in water, soil, and country foods (Donaldson et al., 2010; Cameron, 2011).

Recent Advances

The Human Health chapter of the Arctic Climate Impact Assessment outlines many of the direct and indirect impacts of climate change on the health and well-being of people in the circumpolar North in the context of cultural and socioeconomic change, and details how communities can identify, select and monitor basic indicators related to climate change and human health (Berner & Furgal, 2005). A brief review by Oyvind Odland & Nieboer examined progress made and challenges that remain in terms of human biomonitoring in the Arctic, largely within the context of the Arctic Council’s Arctic Monitoring and Assessment Program (AMAP) (Oyvind Odland & Nieboer, 2012). A 2010 report published by the National Aboriginal Health Organization details changes in the environment in the Inuit regions that are impacting biodiversity and the implications for Inuit health and well-being in a number of areas including culture, food security, mental health, drinking water quality and quantity, and economic well-being (Knotsch & Lamouche, 2010).
Research has noted implications of climate change for human health in the circumpolar North, including emerging infectious diseases, injury and death as a result of extreme events, increased mental and social stress, and decreased access to quality water, and increased exposure to contaminants (Berner & Furgal, 2005; Parkinson & Evengård, 2009).

Donaldson et al. examined some of the new knowledge regarding human health impacts of environmental contaminants since the 2003 Canadian Arctic Contaminants Assessment Report (CACAR-II), noting increased knowledge regarding the geographic pattern of human exposure to environmental contaminants, more data which can be used as a baseline to assess changes in human exposure to contaminants, and more knowledge regarding the relationship between contaminant exposure and the consumption of country foods and presence of other lifestyle factors. The importance of using communication strategies that balance risks and benefits of country food consumption is also noted (Donaldson et al., 2010).

Research in Nunatsiavut highlighted a number of interrelated pathways that were identified by Inuit through which climate change impacts mental health including increased reports of family stress and decreased place-based mental comfort (Cunsolo Willox, 2012).

Natalia examined trends in research related to the impacts of climate change on human health from a gender perspective, noting that the impacts were not gender neutral and that the direct and indirect impacts of climate change and health risks were different for women and men (Natalia, 2011). Research examining the influence of gender and place on health risk perspectives in northern Aboriginal communities found that gender had a limited overall effect on risk perspectives, but that there were some gender differences in response to impacts of climate change. For example, this research found that women tended to focus on community impacts and mitigating action (Jardine et al., 2009).

In addition to examining the impacts of climate and environmental change in the coastal areas of Canada's North, work done through ArcticNet has included a comprehensive vulnerability assessment of several communities in the Arctic, providing a better understanding of how climate and environmental stresses and risks are affecting coastal communities and demonstrating the importance of considering these stresses and risks in tandem with socioeconomic pressures, constraints and opportunities. This research also demonstrated that effects are not uniform across coastal communities, and noted some adaptation strategies that are currently in use such as teaching traditional skills to youth. Vulnerabilities with respect to meteorological related hazards have also been examined, such as transportation disruptions, reduced predictability and associated adaptation measures, as well as the impacts of climate change on key traditional food species and community health (ArcticNet, 2012).

The Community Adaptation and Vulnerability in the Arctic Regions (CAVIAR) project was undertaken during IPY to further understanding of the vulnerability of Arctic communities to climate change and the adaptive strategies and policies that are being put in place in response. Findings from a number of case studies
undertaken for this project are documented in the book *Community Adaptation and Vulnerability in Arctic Regions* (Hovelsrud & Smit [Eds.], 2010).

- Research by Ford et al. examined climate change vulnerabilities for Inuit and related policy interventions to assist in adapting to climate change including teaching and transferring environmental knowledge and skills, assessing and strengthening emergency management capability, and providing economic support to those with limited income (Ford et al., 2010a). Reduced transfer of intergenerational land-based skills and knowledge to the younger population has been reported in different areas of the North (Laidler et al., 2009; Pearce et al., 2011).

- Research by Ford et al. examined Aboriginal health systems in Canada in the context of climate change, and noted a number of vulnerabilities including underdeveloped surveillance and early warning capacity for communities in remote regions; insufficient access to health information, diagnosis and treatment for some populations; and jurisdictional conflict and resource constraints (Ford et al., 2010b).

- Inuit knowledge is increasingly being used by researchers to better understand the ability of Inuit to adapt to changes in the environment (Cameron, 2011).

- Many community-based projects have been undertaken in northern communities with respect to climate change adaptation and capacity building. McClymont Peace & Myers examined the community-based participatory process in the context of Health Canada’s Climate Change and Health Adaptation Program for Northern First Nations and Inuit Communities which has been used to increase knowledge and understanding within communities of climate change related health impacts in order to inform the development of community-level adaptation strategies (McClymont Peace & Myers, 2012).

- A community-based project in Rigolet, Nunatsiavut used participatory digital media along with interviews, focus groups and surveys to examine and better understand the relationship between climate and health and well-being and generate accessible and transferrable educational media to support individual and collective capacity building (Town of Rigolet, 2012; Harper et al., 2012; Petrasek MacDonald et al., 2013).

- The perspectives of community members in Iqaluit, NU regarding the impacts of climate change on health were explored through participatory research. Community members noted the importance of ongoing reflection and incorporation of new knowledge with traditional knowledge in terms of adaptation (Healey et al., 2011).

- The Climate Telling web portal was developed by the Institute for Circumpolar Health Research to facilitate the dissemination of climate change and health-related knowledge in the Arctic through photo, audio, and video and social media platforms. The portal also provides information on projects funded through the Health Canada Climate Change and Health Adaptation Program (Climate Telling, 2012).

- Research was undertaken in the Yellowknives Dene First Nation in the NWT which involved intergenerational knowledge sharing through the development and dissemination of a video to help inform adaptation plans and facilitate dialogue with respect to emergency preparedness and management in response to climate change (Northwest Territories Research Database, 2012).
Climate change adaptation plans have been developed for some northern communities including, but not limited to Dawson City, YT (Hennessey et al., 2011), Aklavik, NT (Friendship & Community of Aklavik, 2011), Iqaluit, NU (Lewis & Miller, 2010), and Arviat, NU (Sullivan & Nasmith, 2010).

Knowledge Gaps and Research Opportunities

- Community-based environmental monitoring needs to be established and/or strengthened to provide baseline health and well-being information, enhance community capacity, and identify proactive response measures (Bolton et al., 2011). Further work is needed to enhance public health capacity to monitor climate-related infectious diseases that can have significant impacts such as respiratory illness. Regional monitoring systems should be linked to facilitate information sharing and the detection of trends (Parkinson & Evengård, 2009). Further community-based participatory research is also needed to examine the impacts of climate change on health from the perspective of community members (Magner & Healey, 2010).
- There is a need to enhance surveillance and early warning capacity in remote communities to enable the identification of emerging risks and vulnerable populations (Ford et al., 2010b).
- Further research is needed to better understand the interactions between climate change and ozone depletion and the associated impacts for UV-B exposure (De Fabo, 2005).
- There is a need for more research and monitoring including that which is community-based to document environmental change and build local adaptation capacity (Berner & Furgal, 2005). For example, community-based surveillance and communication networks are needed to monitor snow, ice and weather extremes and associated health and rates of injuries (Parkinson & Berger, 2009). Further monitoring and research is also needed including enhanced baseline information, long term monitoring programs, and interdisciplinary research to better understand the impacts of climate change on wildlife populations in terms of emerging infectious diseases that can impact human health (Kutz et al., 2004; Parkinson & Berger, 2009).
- There is a need for further research to better understand the links between environmental dispossession (i.e., processes through which access to resources from traditional environments is reduced), cultural identity and social determinants of health, and to ensure that the significance of environmental dispossession is recognized in health policies and programs by, for example, ensuring support for the harvesting of traditional foods (Richmond & Ross, 2009).
- Research by Donaldson et al. outlines knowledge gaps pertaining to contaminant research and monitoring such as human health, including the need for further monitoring and research regarding emerging contaminants, including trends and impacts on human health (Donaldson et al., 2010), and regarding health risks of exposure to mixtures of chemicals (Donaldson et al., 2013). There is a need for continued biomonitoring of persistent organic pollutants (POPs) as well as tools to interpret the data in relation to health risks (Donaldson et al., 2013). A better understanding of health risk perception and effective methods and context for
communicating contaminants information and research to various target audiences is needed (Donaldson et al., 2013). In regions where contaminant exposure levels are higher, further research is needed in related to areas such as child and maternal health, chronic diseases, development from infancy, and immune system function (Donaldson et al., 2013).

- Further research is needed to develop “comprehensive, reliable, and culturally specific health assessment measures from which to assess climate change impacts” (Ford et al., 2010b).
- With respect to climate change and public health, research is needed to better understand patterns of injuries and diseases and the impact of factors influencing adaptive capacity (Furgal, 2008) to support predictive modeling of health impacts.
- Further research is needed to identify ways in which individuals, communities, and public institutions can adapt to current and predicted climate change impacts (Furgal & Seguin, 2006; Bolton et al., 2011). Research is also needed to evaluate the extent to which current adaptation strategies are effective in response to environmental risks to human health, and to assist in identifying vulnerabilities (Furgal & Seguin, 2006). Further community-based vulnerability and risk assessments that consider socioeconomic factors are needed to inform adaptive measures (Furgal, 2008).
- There is a need to plan for extreme climate events in addition to planning for more average, ongoing change from a community planning perspective (e.g. infrastructure, mental health, etc.) (Parkinson & Berner, 2009). Further research is needed to assess the extent to which communities are prepared for emergencies (Furgal, 2008). There is also a need to conduct detailed regional assessments of emergency response mechanisms in each of the Inuit regions (Bolton et al., 2011).
- There is a need for more human health baseline data to conduct appropriate vulnerability and risk assessments. Further research is needed to identify short and long term risk factors in terms of climate change vulnerabilities and inform adaptive measures (Ford et al., 2010a), and in-depth assessments on a local or regional scale are needed to examine the vulnerability of Aboriginal health systems to climate change (Ford et al., 2010b).
- Further research is needed to better understand the impacts of climate change on mental health (Bolton et al., 2011). Research by Cunsolo Willox identified a number of areas in which further research is needed in this regard to inform related support measures to enhance resilience, especially for Aboriginal peoples, youth, the elderly, people living in poverty, people living in remote areas, and people who have pre-existing mental health conditions. Her research also identifies the need for an in-depth analysis of how other determinants of mental health (e.g. social, economic, historical, cultural) interact with climate change related impacts of mental health (Cunsolo Willox, 2012).
- There is a need to better integrate human, biophysical and natural system climate studies conducted at a local or regional level (Furgal, 2008), and further work is needed to identify local/TK indicators (Berner & Furgal, 2005).
- Further research is needed to examine gender perspectives regarding climate change as it relates to human health through interdisciplinary, collaborative research (e.g. incorporating health sciences, gender studies, etc.) (Natalia, 2011).
h) Fetal, child and maternal health

Recent Advances

- Following a review of peer-reviewed literature from 2000 to 2010 regarding Inuit children, youth and maternal health, Sheppard & Hetherington identified areas in which research is concentrated (i.e., infectious diseases and environmental contaminants, especially with respect to children) and lacking. It was also noted that the areas in which peer-reviewed literature was concentrated did not correspond to areas of priority concern, which related to the social determinants of health that had been identified by Canadian Inuit organizations representing Inuit (Sheppard & Hetherington, 2012).

- Research examining birth outcomes in Canadian Inuit communities revealed higher rates of preterm birth, stillbirth and infant death in comparison to national rates and rates found in other rural and northern areas (Luo et al., 2010).

- Moffitt reviewed what is known about the health of pregnant women in the NWT from a historical, health status and social determinants perspective and identified areas requiring further research or action such as the implementation of a perinatal surveillance system (Moffitt, 2012). With a focus on Inuvialuit women of child-bearing age, research comparing dietary adequacy between those who do consume alcohol with those who do not, and comparing dietary adequacy between those who do smoke with those who do not found that dietary intake was inadequate regardless of whether the women did or did not smoke or consume alcohol (Kolahdooz et al., 2013a & b).

- The Nunavut Maternal and Newborn Health Care Strategy 2009-14 outlines health status and risk conditions and a number of priority actions in response such as improved monitoring and surveillance and the development and delivery of more culturally relevant family programs (Health and Social Services – Government of Nunavut, 2009).

- Sanderson & Couchie examined best practices for accommodating birthing in rural and remote Aboriginal communities, including having Aboriginal communities and health institutions work together to change maternity programs and having protocols for clinical care developed in conjunction with midwifery programs (Sanderson & Couchie, 2007).

- A review of clinical and cultural literature pertaining to childbirth among Inuit (including infant mortality, morbidity, prenatal care and post-natal care) revealed that epidemiological studies were outdated and inconclusive, and that there is support among Inuit for traditional communal birthing that incorporates the use of biomedical techniques and technology (Douglas, 2006).

- The GNWT’s Midwifery Options Report examines community-based, regionally-based and territorial-based midwifery models considering factors such as the benefits and weaknesses of the particular model, associated staffing requirements, midwifery coverage, cost, and health and social outcomes. A community-based model of midwifery care was recommended for the NWT (DPRA Consultants, 2012).

- Research has examined the Inuit midwifery service in Nunavik (Van Wager et al., 2007), including the associated community-based education program in Nunavik
(Epoo et al., 2012), and the safety of midwifery care in Nunavik in terms of birth outcomes (Simonet et al., 2009; Van Wager et al., 2012). Research has also examined midwifery services in Nunavut (James et al., 2010). A historical study of the Rankin Inlet Birthing Centre in Nunavut has been undertaken, noting some success, but also noting that it was more like a southern institution in the Arctic and that there was sometimes a lack of enthusiastic support from the community (Douglas, 2011).

- Research by Findlay & Janz which examined the parent-reported health of Inuit children under 6 years of age living in Canada identified asthma, speech and language difficulties, allergies, lactose intolerance, and hearing impairment as the most common chronic conditions (Findlay & Janz, 2012).

- Research examined the prevalence of asthma and risk factors for asthma related symptoms among Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal children in the territories (Gao et al., 2008).

- The Nutaqqavut “Our Children” Health Information System (NHIS) was recently developed to standardize the collection of health data regarding pregnant women, new mothers and young children in Nunavut to assist in the identification of causes and risk factors, inform health strategies, programs and services and facilitate the evaluation of health initiatives. It also aims to facilitate comparison of some data with other circumpolar jurisdictions and the development of baseline statistics that can assist in longitudinal health surveillance (Health and Social Services – Government of Nunavut, 2010; Lauson, 2011).

- Following a literature review and examination of existing frameworks, the Kids Count: Measuring Child and Family Wellness in Yukon report provides a set of indicators within a framework for tracking and reporting on the well-being of children and families in the Yukon in terms of health, learning and development, safety and security, family circumstances, social connection, and health related behaviours (Health and Social Services – Yukon Government, 2012b).

- A report published by the National Collaborating Centre for Aboriginal Health (NCCAH) examined literature regarding the prevalence and incidence of Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder (FASD) and Fetal Alcohol Syndrome (FAS) among Aboriginal peoples in Canada, noting that “the true extent of FAS and FASD among Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal populations is not known and thus no assessment of higher prevalence is possible.” Further research regarding the prevalence of FAS and FASD was recommended (Pacey, 2009a).

- Fitzpatrick-Lewis & Thomas conducted a systematic review of community-based interventions for children and adolescents with attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and their families, which found that the most promising interventions involved multi-component treatment (e.g. behavioural parent training with self-instructional training and school-based contingency training). The need for interventions to help children and families address and cope with ADHD across home, school and community settings was also highlighted. Implications for practice included the need to identify children with co-morbidities (e.g. those with ADHD who also have other conditions such as conduct disorders, substance abuse issues and/or depression). Implications for research included the need to study non-pharmacological interventions more rigorously (ex. using more equivalent
control groups, etc.), the need to identify and consider demographic characteristics that can influence research outcomes, and the need to conduct long-term follow up research to examine interventions that have demonstrated positive short-term results (Fitzpatrick-Lewis & Thomas, 2010).

Knowledge Gaps and Research Opportunities

- Better understanding of the social determinants of health is needed as they relate to Inuit children, youth and maternal health (Sheppard & Hetherington, 2012).
- There is a need for comprehensive epidemiological and qualitative research pertaining to Inuit childbirth in Canada’s North to reduce the statistical error that is present in smaller regional studies, and to link the data with cultural variations, and inform policy (Douglas, 2006).
- To better understand and support the health and well-being of pregnant women living in the NWT, there is a need for a perinatal surveillance system to facilitate the identification of patterns, trends, and predictors of health and the need for further research regarding the social determinants of health for pregnant women (Moffitt, 2012).
- A 2009 report published by the NCCAH provides an overview of knowledge gaps pertaining to fetal alcohol syndrome and fetal alcohol spectrum disorder among Aboriginal peoples in Canada, including gaps in terms of prevention and treatment programs for women, estimates of prevalence of FASD and treatment programs for children and those with FASD who are aging (Pacey, 2009b).

i) Sexual health and sexually transmitted and blood borne infections (STBBIs)

Recent Advances

- Research has examined the basic epidemiology of sexually transmitted infections (STIs) in the Arctic and sub-Arctic regions of Canada, Alaska, and Greenland, noting high rates of chlamydial infections and gonorrhea in Canada’s North as compared to southern Canada (Gesink Law et al., 2008). Steenbeek et al. examined the efficacy of universal screening, treatment and contact tracing in terms of providing a better count of the prevalence of chlamydia and gonorrhea and to assist in limiting transmission. For the community of focus for this research (located in the Baffin region of Nunavut), it was found that this was beneficial in populations with a prevalence of chlamydia that is greater than 10% (Steenbeek et al., 2009b). Research examining screening practices for chlamydia in the Yukon identified some barriers to screening and found that screening patterns differ between physicians and community nurses. In response, it was suggested that “more consistent application of optimal screening methods” may be beneficial to facilitate conversation regarding sexual health among health providers and patients and assist in and addressing barriers to screening (Machalek et al., 2013a). Research examining contributing factors to the high rates of chlamydia in the Yukon found that higher testing rates may be a factor, along with higher risk sexual behaviour (Machalek et al., 2013b).
Research examined the determinants of STIs among Canadian Inuit adolescent populations including the effects of westernization, as well as beliefs and cultural values that may lead to engagement in high-risk behaviours, and discussed the associated implications for nursing practice including the need for greater understanding of cultural differences and similarities to provide more culturally-specific care (Steenbeek et al., 2006).

The diagnosis of STIs continues to become less invasive. For example, the development of Nucleic Acid Amplification Tests (NAAT) that utilize urine samples can be used for the detection of gonorrhea and chlamydia to facilitate screening in non-clinic venues (Gaydos & Quinn, 2005).

Research examined the impact of community-based communications interventions that had been developed based on baseline and follow-up surveys that were conducted which indicated the need to improve knowledge regarding STIs, change sexual attitudes and enhance safe condom use in the Tlicho region of the NWT. While subsequent follow-up studies are needed, this research has indicated that the interventions were associated with ease in discussing condom use and sex and with a shift to safer condom use during the last sexual encounter (Edwards et al., 2011).

The report from a 2008 summit of US and Canadian STI experts in prevention, research and clinical care in northern Aboriginal populations documents some areas for potential collaboration to address high rates of STIs including the establishment of a circumpolar network to disseminate and share information, greater use of social networking, and the development and promotion of STI interventions for schools (Indian Health Service, 2008).

Research examining the prevalence of type-specific human papillomavirus (HPV) infections in northern Canada (including the Yukon, NWT, Nunavut, and Labrador) found a higher prevalence in this area than in other areas of Canada (Jiang et al., 2013). Research focused on Inuit women in Nunavik examined the prevalence and age distribution (Hamlin-Douglas et al., 2008) and determinants of HPV infection (Hamlin-Douglas, 2008; Hamlin-Douglas et al., 2010), as well as awareness and knowledge about HPV (Cerigo et al., 2011). Research has examined the type-specific prevalence of HPV in women in the NWT (Jiang et al., 2011) and Labrador (Severini et al., 2013), and HPV self-sampling detection methods and preferences among Inuit women in Nunavik (Cerigo, 2010; Cerigo et al., 2012a & b).

Research has examined the attitudes and experiences of Inuit women in Nunavik with respect to cervical cancer in order to inform prevention strategies (Cerigo et al., 2012c).

O’Leary et al. applied a mathematical model of disease transmission to examine the effect of hepatitis B virus (HBV) vaccine and antivirus treatment among Inuit, which indicated the importance of immunization combined with treatment programs in reducing the prevalence and incidence of HBV among Inuit (O’Leary et al., 2010).

Research examining the perspectives of Inuit families on perceived factors that have influenced sexual health and relationships in Nunavut found that the experiences of residential school and forced settlement, with linkages to trauma, family separation, hardship and grief figured prominently (Healey, In publication).

Knowledge Gaps and Research Opportunities
There is a need for enhanced surveillance data regarding STIs to better understand the burden of disease and the associated allocation of resources to address priorities, as well as an opportunity for collaboration between Canada and the US in the development and enhancement of STI surveillance systems for the Arctic in order to facilitate collaboration and information sharing (Indian Health Service, 2008). Multi-drug resistance patterns for gonorrhea are poorly understood in the North, suggesting the need for surveillance in this respect.

There is a need for further research to develop, disseminate and evaluate resources and communications initiatives for STI prevention in the northern context (Indian Health Service, 2008). Further research is needed to identify effective ways in which to engage youth in terms of increasing STBBI education and awareness.

There is a need for more sociological studies to examine factors leading to the elevation of certain STIs (e.g. stigma, lack of partner notification, lack of adherence to treatment, etc.). There is a need for further evidence-based research to better understand the factors that can influence STI transmission among Inuit youth (Gesink Law et al., 2008).

There is a “lack of available data on cultural determinants of sexual and healthcare seeking behaviour” with respect to STIs (Indian Health Service, 2008). There is a need for further community-level STI research to better understand aspects such as perception of risk and choices to undergo or not undergo testing/screening (Indian Health Service, 2008). As well, based on research focused in Nunavut, there is a need for further understanding of the historical and community context to inform evidence-based sexual health interventions (Healey, In publication).

There is a continued need for further development and testing of rapid point-of-care tests for STIs that are more affordable, sensitive, specific, user-friendly, and robust (Peeling et al., 2006; Peeling, 2009), given that having specimens sent to more southern regions of Canada causes a significant time lag before positive results can be received and individuals treated, during which further transmission may occur. The importance of evaluation was noted in this regard to assist in identifying settings in which tests are best suited. Increased point-of-care testing availability (including self-sampling and home testing) might be useful in terms of decreasing barriers to testing and increasing the number of people accessing treatment and care.

A point-of-care molecular antimicrobial resistant gonorrhea detection assay, which could potentially enable the rapid identification of the type of drug resistance and guide associated treatment, is not currently available. Research is, however, in progress to develop an assay.

There is a need for further community-based participatory research to address sexual health and STIs in Canada’s North (Gesink Law et al., 2008). There is also a need for more culturally appropriate STI interventions that address the social determinants of health and are effective in the northern context, as well as a need for the evaluation of these interventions (Indian Health Service, 2008).

There is a need for more evidence-based information regarding the effectiveness of clinical practices that are in place to reduce STIs (Indian Health Service, 2008).
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